
 

Approved Contractor, Installer and Supplier Scheme (Chain of Supply) 

‘A scheme that provides a property owner with peace of mind’ 

After extensive testing and sourcing of bituminous waterproofing membranes and insulation products manufactured by 

numerous leading manufactures throughout Europe and beyond. To ensure that the products installed on to a property’s roof 

are done so not only in accordance with the product manufacturers instructions, but are done so having followed a proven 

Chain of Supply (commonly known in the construction industry as chain of custody); from: -  Manufacturer: -  to Manufacturer’s 

appointed Agent: -  to Supplier: - to Installing Contractor: - to the employees of the Installing Contractor: - to property owner, 

thereby ensuring that when installed on to a properties roof, the products are as pristine as the day they were made. EDS 

Roofing Supplies are proud to be a link in this chain. 

 The benefits of employing a Chain of Supply for a property owner can include when and where necessary: -  
 
• Pre-contract meetings  
• Site inspections undertaken by employees of EDS Roofing Supplies (Midlands) Limited  
• Reporting procedures  
• Sign-off inspections  
• Review meetings  
• Prompt and professional response to technical issues on site  
• Comprehensive guarantees 
• The knowledge that from point of manufacture to installation on to a property’s roof, a product is fully traceable 
   

To ensure this chain of supply is maintained, on behalf of those manufacturers that EDS Roofing Supplies partner in the UK as 

their appointed agent, the JIGSAW Approved Contractor, Installer and Supplier Scheme is operated in the UK by EDS Roofing 

Supplies. This scheme incorporates the following: - 

Approved Contractors: These are roofing contractors (large and small) who have been vetted by EDS Roofing Supplies 

as being a company suitable to participate in the scheme. Professional enough to be able to undertake roofing works to 

both exceptional standards of workmanship and organisation, whilst always being ready to be a first point of call for 

any property owner in times of need.  

Approved Installers: These are individuals employed by roofing contractors (large and small) to undertake the most 

important task in the Chain of Supply, i.e. to actually install the products on to a property’s roof. Approved Installers are 

vetted by EDS Roofing Supplies to ensure they are both practically efficient in all aspects of installing the products and 

responsible for their endeavours.  

Approved Suppliers: These are roofing merchants who have been vetted by EDS Roofing Supplies to ensure they are 

suitable to participate in the scheme. Their whole emphasis is on providing products they are not only proud to be 

associated with but are also keen to embrace with on behalf of their customers. Understanding the requirements for 

Chain of Supply, these are merchants who are committed professionals on all fronts. 

In addition to being able to offer property owners a manufacture’s insurance guarantee* following the successful completion 

and installation on to a properties roof of those manufacturer’s products who EDS Roofing Supplies partner in the UK as their 

appointed agent, all Approved Contractors and Supplies are automatically entered in the JIGSAW guarantee scheme and able 

to provide JIGSAW guarantees as and when necessary. 

All Approved Contractors, Installers and Suppliers are issued with Certification to prove their status as being part of the JIGSAW 

Approved Scheme, and are vetted on a continual basis to ensure their attainment in the scheme. 

If you wish to become part of the JIGSAW Approved Contractor, Installer, and Supplier Scheme in the UK please contact: - 

JIGSAW guarantee at; jigsawsawguarantee@outlook.com or facebook business pages;           facebook.com/jigsaw-guarantee 

EDS Roofing Supplies (Midlands) Limited, Unit 17 Arkwright Hill Farm, Cosby, LE9 1RH Email: sales@eds-midlands.co.uk 

*Subject to conditions which include not only but also products being installed in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions and being fit for purpose 
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